SOLE SOURCE NOTIFICATION

Product Title: Learn Every Day The Preschool Curriculum

Kaplan item number #24534

Copyright 2012

This product is offered exclusively by Kaplan Early Learning Company and only offered as a three volume set.

Kaplan Early Learning Company is the publisher and sole source distributor of the above mentioned product. As the publisher and exclusive distributor of this product Kaplan Early Learning Company also maintains the exclusive rights as the only provider of certified training associated with this product.

The above mentioned product is copyrighted and carries the trademark of Kaplan Early Learning Company.

Questions and comments regarding this product can be directed to Kaplan Early Learning Company at 1-800-334-2014, www.Kaplanco.com or info@Kaplanco.com.

I certified this sole source letter to be accurate and true.

Brenda Leger
Chief Academic Officer
Kaplan Early Learning Company
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